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Abstract. Intra-atomic exchange integralsJicS, Jdr+ and Jdl+ for rare-earth trivalent ions 
were obtained from relativistic self-consistent field atomic calculations, using the local- 
density approximati<? for exchange and correlation potenlia: The effective (molecular- 
field) exchange mefhcienra nRT between rare-earth and transition-metal ions and nRR 
between rare-earth ions were obtained based on a simplified three-sublattice (4f, 3d and 
conduction electron) mean-field model. Quantitative results show a decrease in magnitude 
of nRT across the rare-earth series, which agrees well with values observed in many rare- 
earth-transition-metal intermetallic series. It is shown that the 4f-5d exchange interaction 
is far more important than the 4f-6s and 4 f 4 p  interactions, as expected from the Campbell 
model for the exchange interactions occurring in rare-earth-transition-metal intermetallics. 

1. Introduction 

In the rare-earth (R)-transition-metal (T) intermetallics, three types of exchange inter- 
actions may occur: T-T, R-T and R-R. The exchange interactions involving rare earths 
(R-T and R-R) are usually described using an indirect exchange mechanism originally 
proposed by Campbell (1972). In this model the 4f electron spin of the rare earth induces 
a positive local 5d spin moment through the ordinary intra-atomic 4f-5d exchange with 
subsequent direct 5d-nd interactions with any other neighbouring nd spin moment 
(including those on other rare-earth sites, as rare earths can be considered as early 5d 
transitionmetal elements). In fact, because of the localized nature of the 4f electronic 
shell, the interaction between the 4f spin and an itinerant electron spin can occur only 
through the local exchange interaction on the rare-earth atom, described by the intra- 
atomic exchange integralsJ4r-sd, JJf+ andJ+sp. Among these three exchange integrals, 
the first one,J4f.sd, is dominant, which is the essential point of Campbell's model. On 
the other hand, in the RKKY model as originally formulated (Ruderman and Kittell954, 
Kasuya 1956,Yoshida 1957)itisassumed thatJ,,,isdominant, butascampbell pointed 
out, the RKKY model cannot adequately explain many of the experimental results. The 
Campbell model and the RKKY model are two extremes: one is short-range, whereas the 
other is long-range and oscillatory, which is incompatible with the universal antiparallel 
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coupling between 4f and 3d spins observed in all rare-earth-3d-transition-metal inter- 
metallics (Wallace and Segal 1973, Buschow 1977). More recent developments of the 
RKKKmechaniSm allow forcouplingof the4fshell with all theconduction bandelectrons 
(Stauntonetal1989), but still show oscillatory behaviour. Self-consistent spin-polarized 
energy band calculations on Gd metal (Harmon and Freeman 1974) and on RFe2 (R = 
Ce and Lu) compounds (Eriksson et al 1988, Brooks et al 1989) strongly support 
Campbell’s picture of antiparallel coupling of 4f and 3d spins. It was shown that the 
4f-5d exchange interaction acts like an internal magnetic field and increases the 5d 
spin moment with the help of 5d-3d hybridization. 

The R-T and R-R exchange paths can thus be denoted as 4f-5d-3d (mixed with 
some 4f-6s-3d and 4f-6p3d) and 4f-5d-5d-If (mixed with some 4f-6s-6s-4f and 4f- 
6p-6p4f), respectively. Considering a given series (R varied and T fixed) of rare- 
earth-transition-metal compounds it is likely that the direct Sd-nd exchange interaction 
remains roughly constant. Therefore any variation of R-T and R-R interactions across 
the series will mainly be determined by the intra-atomic exchange integral J4,-sd of 
the R atom (with lesser contributions from J4f4s,p). From the analysis of the Curie 
temperatures of a large variety of series (R2Fe14B, R,Fe,,, R6Fe,,, RFe,, RFe, and 
RCo,), it has been estimated that the molecular-field coefficient nRT is not constant 
across a given series but decreases by a factor of about 2 from compounds with light R 
to those with heavy R elements (Belorizky et a1 1987). The magnitudes of /ZRT are very 
similar in all these series (see figure 1 later). 

Recently, inelastic neutron scattering studies on the R2Fe,,B series have provided 
direct confirmation that there is a decrease in the molecular field acting on R atoms 
across the rare-earth series (Loewenhaupt et a! 1991). Furthermore, nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR) and magnetic order investigations on the RAJ,, RZn and RNi, series 
(Berthier et al 1978, Waind er a1 1983, Belorizky et a1 1988a) have shown that the 
molecular-field coefficient nRR, which describes the exchange interaction between the 
4f spin moments of R atoms, decreases as n i T ,  where nRT is obtained in isomorphous 
series with iron. These variations imply that the dominant intra-atomic 4f-5d exchange 
interaction at R sites decreases from the beginning (Ce or Pr) to the end (Tm or Yb) of 
the rare-earth series. It is concluded that the observed variations in exchange are 
essentially determined by the atomic nature of the rare-earth elements. 

Hence we decided to  evaluate systematically the exchange integralsJ4csd, .I4,& and 
J4f4p from relativistic atomic calculations for most of the rare-earth elements, and to 
investigate thevariationoftheseexchangeinteractionswith theRelement. A molecular- 
field model was established based on Campbell’s picture, and theexpressions that relate 
the phenomenological parameters nRT and i i R ~  and the exchange integrals J4f-5d, .Idf& 
and J,,, are obtained. In section 2, the method is described and the numerical results 
for intra-atomic exchange integrals are given. In section 3 nRT and nRR are evaluated, 
and it was assumed that they can be used todescribe universally the R-T exchange 
interactions occurring in R-T intermetallics, and are independent of the specific crys- 
tallographic structure due to its atomic nature. We show rigorously thatJ4,r.sd, is indeed 
far more important than JJI.6r and J4f.6p, and explain the observed variations of R-T and 
R-R interactions across the rare-earth series. 

2. Exchange integrals: method and numerical results 

The exchange interactions within configurations of type 4f’”nl ma); be divided into two 
parts: (i) the exchange interactions within the 4f’”core and (ii) the exchange interactions 
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of the nl electron with the 4f" core. Here we are interested only in the latter. By using 
Dirac's vector model (Dirac 1929), in the SL-coupling scheme the effective 4fw-n1 
exchange Hamiltonian can be expressed as (Racah 1942, Wybourne 1965): 

+ 4Vi") . uy']Gk(4f, nl) (1) 
where fi) and U(') are the Racah unit tensors for 4f and nl electrons respectively, and 
V(rr) and dLr) are the double tensors defined as = S(l)uc'), 0') is the normalized 
spherical tensor and Gk(4f, nl)  is Slater's radial integral. As was pointed out by Liu 
(1961), the spin-only exchange coupling contribution will dominate, even for non& 
state ions. Therefore,only the term containingspin is needed, which, after interchanging 
the order of the summations, can be expressed as 

This can be further separated into isotropic (orbit-independent) and anisotropic parts. 
The magnitude of the isotropic exchange is far greater than that of the anisotropic 
exchange. It has been shown that the multipole-type Coulomb interactions and the 
anisotropic exchange interactions between 4f and 5d electrons almost cancel each other 
out, leaving nearly isotropicexchange interactions (Yanase andKasuya 1970). Assuming 
that this is also true in the 4 f 4 s  and 4 f 4 p  cases, we consider further only the isotropic 
exchange. Therefore the Hamiltonian in equation (2) is reduced to the terms with 
x = 0: 

gives the isotropic exchange integral which we want to evaluate by self-consistent 
atomic calculations. (The relation Ck = Gk/Dk has been used, where Dk is the common 
denominator of Condon and Shortley (1935).) Equation (4) is the familiar dipolar form 
of Dirac's spin exchange Hamiltonian. The values of the reduced spherical tensor matrix 
elements and the 6j-symbol are easily found in the literature (e.g. Cowan 1981). Finally 
we have: 

J+Sd = 3G1(4f, 5d) + 12G,(4f, 5d) + 66C5(4f, 5d) ( 6 4  

In order to evaluate the values of {Gk}, a self-consistent-field Dirac-Slater program, 
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originally written by Liberman ef a/ (1965) and modified by Koelling (1977), was 
employed. The Latter correction (Latter 1955) for the large-radius region was adopted 
in the program. In the modified version of the program, the local Slater exchange 
potential is replaced by a more sophisticated local spin-density approximation for 
exchange and correlation due to Gunnarsson and Lundqvist (1976). It has been shown 
that this approximation gives exceIIent results in the atomic calculations (Koelling and 
Harmon 1977). It should be noted that, in the present work, we are limited to the 
paramagnetic case. It was assumed that the wavefunction of an atom can be represented 
by a single determinant of one-electron wavefunction Inlj). Calculations are performed 
each time for agivenjjsubconfiguration. The radial domain extended from 1.056 X 
Bohr units to 60 Bohr units. The practical infinity was determined by the condition (in 
atomic units) 

Iteration continued until 
[V(r)  - E]r2 = 75. (7) 

I ~ n e d r i )  - P o d r i ) l  < (8) 
The radial wavefunctions obtained are then used to generate the Slater radial integrals 
Gk, by using a routine written by the present authors. 

The relativistic Dirac approach is restricted to a jj-coupling scheme and requires 
prohibitively expensive multiconfiguration calculations to get back to the LS-like coup 
ling ground state. However, it has been demonstrated that a proper averaging of 
configurationsdoesgivegoodresults(Desclauxeral1971, FreemanandDesclaux 1972). 

In a metal, one 4f electron of the rare-earth atom is usually promoted to the con- 
duction band resulting in a trivalent configuration 4P'(5d6~6p)~ with w = Z - 57 (Free- 
man 1972, Min eta/ 1986). In order to make atomic calculations for rare-earth atoms as 
close as possible to the situation in the metal, we choose the configuration as 
4f'"5d'6s'6pt. I n  general, for a given configuration n/N in the non-relativistic case will 
correspond to several possible jj subconfigurations in the relativistic case: 
(nl j - )N-(nl j+)N+ with Nt + N- = Nand j= = I  & 1, where N, s 21 + 2 and N_ s 21. 
We are then dealing with four open electronic shells. namely 4f, 5d, 6s and 6p. Except 
for6s,eachshellwillsplit into twosubshells: nl- andnl, (heren/,denotesn/j,). Foreach 
configuration 4f'"5d16s16p1 will therefore have many corresponding jjsubconfigurations: 
4f!-4f;+Sd,!d-5dp 6st6p%-6p?p+ (herein denoted as [w~w+Nd~Nd+Np~Npt ] )  with 
w+ + w- = w (where w- < 6 and w+ < 8) and NI* = 0 or 1 and Nit + Ni- = 1. For 
example, the configuration of Ce, 4f15d'6s16p1 haseight jjsubconfigurations: [101010]. 
[ lOlOOl ] ,  [ lOOlOl ] ,  [100110], [ O l l O l O ] ,  [OllOOl], [OlOlOl ] ,  [OlOl lO] .  The numbers of 
the jjsubconfigurations for each rare-earth element, Ns, are listed in table 1. 

The Slater radial integrals for agiven subconfiguration [ i ] ( = [ ~ - ~ ~ )  w+(, )  Nd-(i)Nd+ci) 
Np-ci)Np+co]) are then defined as 

where 
G1,(4f, 4 o  = (w-(i,/~)Gk(4f-, 4,) + (w+(i)/WPk(4f+, n/)(i) 

Gt(4fi1 a/)( , )  = Nl- (,, Gt(4fL, nl -  + N1,(:)Gt(4f, , n/+ 

(gal 

(96) 
Following the suggestion by Desclaux ef a/(1971), the average configurations for the 

Slater radial integrals (which are equivalent to the energy) are defined as 

Gk(4f, n / )  = c (25, + 1)Ck(4f, n / ) ( 2 ) , / x  (25, + 1) (10) 
i 

where the isummationextendsover the total number of states, ( j j ) i ,  in theconfiguration. 
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Table 1. The number of 4f electrons, w,  andjsubconhgurations, N,, for each rare-earlh ion 
considered. and the values of Slater radial integrals G,(4f, nl)  obtained from the relativistic 
self-consistent-held atomic calculation by using the appropriate configuration average (see 
equation (11)). 

Ce 1 8 555.9 46.39 7.138 493.7 8.286 6.852 
Pr 2 12 529.3 44.51 6.875 414.6 7.919 6.555 
Nd 3 16 507.1 43.03 6.649 461.4 7.651 6.328 
Sm 5 24 473.5 40.43 6.259 445.0 7.269 6.005 
Gd 7 28 447.6 38.31 5.934 437.3 7.011 5.788 
Tb 8 28 436.1 37.33 5.782 435.3 6.926 5.704 
Dy 9 24 425.3 36.40 5.635 434.3 6.840 5.635 
Ho 10 20 415.1 35.50 5.493 434.1 6.711 5.571 
Er 11 16 405.5 34.63 5.355 434.7 6.720 5.519 
Tm 12 12 396.2 33.78 5.220 436.1 6.680 5.416 
Yb 13 8 387.2 32.94 5.087 438.0 6.640 5.444 

Equation (IO) isequivalent to the average over subconfigurations taking account of their 
respective degeneracies 

with 

where 

We calculate all possible j j  subconfigurations and then use equations (9) and (11) to 
obtain the Slater radial integralsGk(4f, nl) .  Resultsfor R fromCe toYb,except Pm and 
Eu, are given in table 1. The corresponding exchange integralsJ,,, thus can be easily 
calculated using equations (6), and the values obtained are listed in table 2. 

As already mentioned, rare-earth ions have a trivalent configuration 4t'"(5d6~6p)~ in 
the metals. By introducing the Sd, 6s and 6p conduction band occupation numbers nsd, 
nk and n6p, the configuration can be rewritten more explicitly as 4f'"5d"rd6snk6p"6~ with 
nsd i nk + nbP = 3. Values of n5,,, nbS and nbp for rare-earth metals have been obtained 
from spin-polarized energy band calculations by Min etaf (1986) and Skriver (1983), as 
reproducedin table2;ns,isintherangeof 1.5-2.0,n6, - 1.0andn6, -OS.Inprinciple, 
the exchange interactions between 4f and conduction band electrons may be derived by 
using the values ofJ4f.nl and these occupation numbers if the coupling scheme is known. 
Unfortunately, the coupling scheme for such a complex configuration is a problem. It 
may be expected that the contributions from 4f-5d, 4 f - 6 ~  and 4 f - 6 ~  will be additive and 
not interfere with each other, as they all experience a strong crystal field. We shall 
therefore assume that the interactions between conduction electrons is weak and that 
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Table 2. Effective intra-atomic exchange integrals deduced from the value of Ck(4f. nl)  
accordingtoequations(6)and(12).TheoccupationnumbersnM,n,andn,arethosefound 
from spin-polarized energy band calculations for the rare-earth metals by Min et a1 (1986). 

,, , , , ,  , ,  , _I . _"I, ,,,, , ,, ,,,,,,, 

Ce 2695 493.7 206.5 1.95 0.65 0.40 1886 
Pr 2576 474.6 197.4 1.90 0.67 0.43 1766 
Nd 2478 461.4 190.7 1.86 0.71 0.44 1674 
Sm 2219 445.0 181.1 1.76 0.74 0.50 1500 
Gd 2194 437.3 174.7 1.69 0.77 0.54 1380 
Tb 2138 435.3 172.3 1.65 0.78 . ,  ,0.56, 1321 
Dy 385 434.3 170.2 1.62 0.80 0.58 1275 
Ho 2034 434.1 168.5 1.57 0.80 0.63 1216 
Er 1985 434.7 167.0 1.55 0.82 0.63 1179 
Tm 1938 436.1 165.9 1.52 0.85 0.63 1140 
Yb 1893 438.0 164.9 

. ,  , . ,  

they may be considered independently (Lacueva et all982). In order to make a quan- 
titative analysis, we introduce an effective exchange integral between the 4f electrons 
and the conduction band electrons, JhfX, defined as the weighted average contributions 
from Sd, 6s and 6p bands, 

J4f- = f(nd4f-sd f nkJ4tds + nspJ4f-6p). (12) 
Using the values of J4f-n, and nSd. n6$ and nbP found in table 2, J4f-e deduced according to 
equation (12) for most of rare-earth ions are listed in table 2. 

3. Molecular-field model: evaluation of nRT and nRR 

In order to make a possible comparison between J4f* and the experimental Curie 
temperature T,, we deduced the relations between JafX and the molecular-field coef- 
ficients nRT and nRR as defined by Belorizky era! (1987). Following Campbell's picture, 
within a simplified molecular-field approximation, the 3d. 4f and conduction electron 
(5d, 6s and 6p of R atom) magnetization M3d, and M ,  in an applied field H a t  T > T, 
may be written as (Shimizu 1961, Morin 1988) 

M3d = % i d  ( H  + n 3 d 4 J  (134 

M c  = xl ( H  + f13d-cM3d -k yn4f-cMhf) 

M4f = X4t(H i- Yn4fXw) 

(13b) 

(134 
where 

x!3d = X3d/(l - X?dn3d-3d) (144 

and 

x: = XJ(1 - X&n,) (14b) 
are the exchange enhanced susceptibilities, and nnl-nl. are molecular-field coefficients 
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representing the different exchange strengths between spin magnetic moments of nl and 
nl’ type electrons. The rare-earth susceptibility x41 is expected to obey a Curie-Weiss 
lawx, = C41/T, where the Curie constant C4f = N&J(J + 1),&/3k, (XR is the number 
of R atoms per unit volume). The spin projection factor y = 2(g, - l)/g, is included in 
equations (13) because the exchange interactions act on the spin magnetic moments 
only. The temperature dependence of xnd is less obvious due to the itinerant nature of 
the 3d magnetism. It was argued that a Curie-Weiss law observed over limited or 
extended temperature ranges is compatible with the itinerant model (Shimizu 1977. 
Wohlfarth 1974). However, it has recently beenshown that the temperature dependence 
of inverse susceptibility of Fe, CO, Ni and their alloys followsvery well and reproducibly 
a linear Curie-Weiss law in the paramagnetic region (Renz and Methfessel 1988). 
So, as proposed by Rhodes and Wohlfarth 1961 (see also Wohlfarth 1978), xM may 
conveniently be analysed by assuming xad = CM/T (where C3, is an effective Curie 
constant), if the 3d moment is well established. Values of C3, have been determined 
from the high-temperature susceptibility measurement for many R-T series (Burzo 
1973, Kirchmayr and Poldy 1979, Burzo eta1 1985). The Curie-Weiss law temperature 
dependence for ,yM is acceptable based on the fact that the amplitude of longitudinal 
spin fluctuations does not vary with temperature at high temperatures (Moriya 1985). 
The conduction electron susceptibility x: will be discussed later. 

From equations (13) the Curie temperature T, is determined by the condition of 
non-vanishing solution for M3,, and M ,  in the absence of an applied field, which 
gives 

1 - x ; d x : n : d +  - X4a:Yzn:f-c O. (15) 
Considering the reciprocal temperature dependence ofx41 andx,,, equation (15) can be 
rewritten as 

where 

Tld  Iy/ (c3d~41)”zx:f13d-cn41+~ ( 174 
Comparingequations (17) with equations (9, (6) and (7)given byBelorizkyetal(1987), 
we find that 

“UT = X;n3d+n4Fc (18a) 

(186) 

Equation (18b) has been derived by Belorizky et al (1988b) to describe rare-earth 
intermetallics in which only rare-earth ions are magnetic, and is similar to that obtained 
by Takahashi and Shimizu (1965) in the 3d itinerant systems. It should be noted that an 
extra term, x:n!d,C3d, appears in the 3d Curie temperature, T3d, in the present model 
(equation (17a)), mainly due to the indirect 3d-5d-3d exchange interaction. This extra 
term implies that the difference of Curie temperatures observed between Y-T and La, 
Lu-Tisomorphous compounds (Buschow 1977,1988) can now be understood as due to 
the difference of 4d-3d and 5d-3d exchange interactions. 

Z 
nRR = xEfl4f-c. 
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Table 3. NR is the rare-earth atomic density (Elliott 1972). I , ,  and Jld< are the exchange 
integrals, and n,,. n& and n,,, are the molecular-field coefficients. x. is the Pauli para- 
magnetic surceptihility defined by equation (24) and x i  is the exchange enhanced sus- 
ceptibility given by equation (14b). The important parameters nRT and nRR are obtained 
following equations (18). 

R 

Pr 
Nd 
Sm 
Gd 
Tb 
DY 
no 
Er 

- 
NR Jc, Jh 
( I F m - ' )  (K) (K) 

2.895 4700 6946 
2.926 4601 6872 
3.011 4354 6685 
3.026 4180 6551 
3.119 4082 6473 
3.169 4057 6453 

I_ - 

3.211 3884 6314 
3.264 3034 6274 

n,, nw- 
(Po) ( P 3  

5185 4476 
5022 4405 
4618 4224 
4411 4129 
4179 4019 
4088 3975 

, , , , ,  , ,+",*,,,,.. , :,,,, , 

3863 3864 
3751 3808 

nu< 
(P.) 

1948 
1827 
1591 
1456 

111. 

1353 
1285 
1209 
1154 

2.490 2.846 229 
2.496 2.821 190 
2.501 2.811 1 69 
2.526 2.824 I54 
2.540 2.834 145 
2.551 2.830 1 32 
2.565 2.838 125 

60 
52 
41 
41 
38 

Tm 3.322 3760 6212 3615 3737 1096 2.580 2.845 117 34 
, ,, ,/.I, ,I , I , . .  i8, , ,  ..., . 

Equations (18) give the basis for relating the theoretical value of Jik, obtained in 
the previous section (see table 2), to the phenomenological parameters nRT and nRR 
whi.ch are known from experimental Tc data for most R-T series (Belorizky et al1987). 
There are three parameters, n3&, nif+ and x : ,  in equations (18) to be determined. The 
molecular-field coefficient n is, in general, related to the exchange integral J by 

n = J / 4 N p i  

It follows that 

n3d-c = J ~ ~ ~ N T P ~ B ,  (20b) 
The values of J4t-c can be read from table 2, so we immediately have the values of ndl< 
by using equation (ZOa), which are listed in table 3, where H, is deduced from the R 
atomic volume given by Elliott (1972). For it  is not so straightfowdrd due to a lack 
of knowledge of J3d-c. There are no reports of its value in the literature up to now. 
Assuming that the 3d-c interaction occurs mainly within the atomic spheres of T atoms, 
and that the 4f-c and c-c interactions occur within those of the R atoms, we define 

J3d-c E (J3d-3dJ~)'" (21) 
where J,, is the exchange integral between 5d(6s, 6p) conduction band electrons, and 
can be written as 

As the main contribution is largely from 5d electrons we take the approximate values 
given by 

which neglects the contributions from 6s and 6p electrons. The value of J3d-3d for Fe 
metalwas taken as that given byBrookselal(1989) (see alsoGunnarson 1977,Andersen 
19n) ,  J3d-3d = 10263 K (65 mRyd), and that Of JSd-5d in LuFe2 is given by Brooks el ai  
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Figure 1. Comparison of calculated values of nRT 
with those observed in several rareearth inter- 
metallic series. metallic series. 

Figure 2. Comparison of calculated values of nRR 
with those observed in several rare-earth inter- 

(1989) (see also Yamada and Shimizu 1986), J5d-5d = 7421 K (47 mRyd). By using the 
value of Nr = 8.48 X loB m-’for Bcc Fe metal, the values of n3& deduced according to 
equations (206), (21) and (23) (values of nSd can be found in table 2) are listed in table 
3. There remains the exchange enhanced susceptibility x: of conduction band electrons 
to be determined. As already mentioned, the 5d(6s,6p) spin magnetic moment is largely 
induced by localized 4f moments with some help from 3d-5d(6s,6p) hybridization 
(Brooks et a/ 1989). The non-interacting susceptibility xc is just the temperature- 
independent Pauli paramagnetic susceptibiity , within the free-electron approxi- 
mation, which is given by 

x c  = 2P”d (24) 

where p is the conduction electron density within the R atomic sphere; for R atoms in 
metal p = 3NR (noting that nsd + n6 + ndp = 3). Values of xc obtained in this way are 
listedin table 3. To calculate x: we need the molecular-field coefficient nee (see equation 
(146)). Employing equation (19) and using the values of J ,  (table 3), it is easy to 
evaluate x: .  Values obtained are also given in table 3. According to equations (18), the 
values of nRT and nRR are finally deduced. Results are listed in the last two columns of 
table 3, and are plotted in figures 1 and 2 for comparison with the experimental values. 

4. Diseussion 

In ordertocheck Slater’sradial integrals Gk(4f, n/) as well asJlr..,obtainedinthepresent 
work, table 4 lists the values of Gr(4f, nl)  and correspondingJ4,-,I deduced from atomic 
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+l t 

t l  +I t 
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Table 5. Values of the effective 4f-conduction electron exchange for Gd obtained in the 
present work compared to the experimental values observed in diverse systems. 

J4k 
Compound (K) Ref. 

Gd 1380' 
Gd 1263 
GdZn 1270 
GdCd 1505 
GdhiS 1144 
GdAI? 1511 
Ag:R 1168 
Ag:R 967 

' Theoretical value. 
a Belorizkyeral(l988b). 
b Lacueva erol(1982). 

Present work 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
b 
b 

spectroscopy measurements for Ce, Pr, Tm and Yb. It can be seen, from comparison of 
tables 1 and 2 and table 4, that the overall agreement is good for 4f-5d and 4 f 4 s  
interactions, whereas fo r4 f -6~  the calculationssomewhat underestimate the magnitude. 
Itisexpected that thepresenceoftheouter6sand6pshells haslittleeffect oncalculations 
of the 4f-5d exchange interactions. G,(4f, 5d) agrees within 30%, where the calculated 
values are larger than the experimental ones, which indicates that some screening 
corrections for Gk(4f, n / )  might need to be considered. Nevertheless the resulting J,,., 
agree within lo%, so as a first approximation we neglect the screening effects for 
Ck(4f, nl). It should be mentioned that the exchange integralsJ4f-jd for most of the rare 
earths have been calculated from an atomic calculation by Brooks er a/ (1989). The 
values given by these authors vary from J4f-jd = 1421 K for Ce toJ4f-5d = 947 K for Yb, 
which are much smaller than the values obtained in the present work, as well as those 
deduced from atomic spectroscopy measurements (see tables 2 and 4). In fact the value 
ofJ4f.5d depends very much on the atomic configuration (Feneuille and Pelletier-Allard 
1968, Sugar 1970a, b). As the configurations in their calculations were not explicitly 
given, it is difficult to make a direct comparison. 

From table 2, one can see that the magnitude ofJ4f-5d, in the range 1900-2700 K, is 
farmoreimportant than that ofJ414r,450 K, orofJ,,.,,, 180 K, as wasoriginally assumed 
by Campbell (1972). The variation ofJ4f,sd across the rare-earth series is remarkable, 
decreasing continuously from Ce to Yb by about 32%. .I4,-, decreases from Ce to Gd by 
about 13% and then remains roughly constant for heavy rare earths. 

We turn now to discuss the effective exchange integral J4[+ defined by equation 
(12). In recent work (Belorizky et a/ 1988b), the ferromagnetic Curie temperature 
and susceptibilities have been used to deduce the value of JqI- for Gd metal and Gd 
compounds. (It should be noted that in their original paper, Belorizky et a f  assign the 
f-d type exchange for Jo as defined by them which certainly contain the contributions 
from 4 f - 6 ~  and 4 f - 5 ~  interactions, hence is equivalentJ41-, here.) Yet the values ofJJr4 
have been deduced from the best fit for the magneto-transport measurements of rare 
earths diluted in noble metals Ag : Rand Au : R (Lacuevaerall982). Thevaluesobtained 
as mentioned above are reproduced in table 5 with the present theoretical values. The 
calculated value 1380 K falls within the experimental range 967 to 151 1 K. This justifies 
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the definition of J4f+, which is the overall effective exchange interaction between If and 
5d(6s,6p) conduction hand electrons and can be used to describe the 4f-c-ad exchange 
mechanism. J4** decreases about 65% from Ce to Yb (table 2 ) .  It is worth noting that 
such a general tendency has also been observed from results forJ,, in RAI, compounds 
from extensive studies of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), Knight shift (Jaccarino et 
a1 1960, Jones and Budnick 1966), electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) (Peter 1961), 
magneticsusceptibility (Williamsetall962), electrical resistivity (van Daal and Buschow 
1969) and depression of superconducting transition temperature (Maple 1970). These 
earlier results together with the recent data mentioned in the introduction draw a 
conclusive picture: J4f+ decreases about 100% from Ce to Yb, for which the explanation 
is given from a theoretical view in the present work, It can be concluded that the 
relativisticatomiccalculation givesvery satisfactory results inspite of the simple average 
configuration approach used. 

As can be seen from figure 1, the agreement between theoretical and experimental 
values of nRT is surprisingly good, in view of the simple molecular-field model employed 
and the approximations made; nRT decreases from Pr to Tm by a factor of 2.1:1, as 
observed. The decrease is mainly determined by the 80% decrease of n4[<, while n3d+ 
decreasesonly20%. Thevalueof%: isroughlyconstant across theRseries.Thedecrease 
of nRTby afactorof2.1 isnot entirely due to the variation ofn,,-,, (78% fromPr toTm), 
but there is also a contribution from the decrease of the 5d electron number nSd (25%). 
From equations (18). we have 

n $ I / n R R  = %kn:d+ (27) 
which decreases slightly, 28%, compared to aRT, 52%. or nRR, 68%. The variation of 
nRR is thus expected to be approximately proportional to that of n& as observed by 
Belorizky er al(1988a). 

5. Conclusions 

Using self-consistent relativistic atomic calculations, values are obtained for the intra- 
atomic rare-earth exchange integrals J41-5d, JlI4$ and Jlf+ and their weighted average 
Jlf+. Easily the largest of these integrals is J4f-5d, as proposed by Campbell (1972). All 
three exchange integrals decrease across the rare-earth series due to the lanthanide 
contraction. Agreement between calculated values and those determined spectro- 
scopically is good. 

For the first time, a three-sublattice molecular-field model was successfully estab- 
lished to relate the intra-atomic parameters J4,, to the phenomenological parameters 
nRT and nRR. The resulting expressions of equations (16)-(18) reveal different con- 
tributions to the exchange interaction occurring in R-T intermetallic compounds. An 
extra term, mainly from 3d-5d(4d)-3d contributions, was found, which gives the theor- 
etical explanation for the different Curie temperatures observed for many Y-T and 
Lu-T isomorphous compounds. 

Our calculations explain the substantial decrease of the molecular-field coefficients 
nRT and nRR found experimentally in rare-earth intermetallic compounds. They also 
explain why the Curie temperatures of rare-earth intermetallic series scale approxi- 
mately as the de Gennes factor for the heavy rare earths, and why the light rare earths 
appear to have Curie temperatures that are systematically too high. Most ofthe decrease 
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of the exchange integrals occurs at the beginning of the rare-earth series, and the values 
ofJ and nRT vary relatively little from Gd to Yb. 
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